
The right tools for the job
Your switchboard attendants are the gatekeepers of your busi-
ness. They have to handle incoming calls quickly and efficient-
ly while also juggling many other tasks. You expect a lot from 
them. Have you given them the tools they need?

Ask your attendants about the most important quality of a 
switchboard system. They’ll tell you that, first and foremost, it 
must be easy to use: easy to route a call, easy to see whether 
or not the relevant person is available, easy to contact that per-
son in the correct manner, and if they are not available, easy to 
figure out who else can handle the call. Without this informa-
tion at their fingertips, your attendants waste their valuable 
time and your customers start to feel like ping pong balls.

Fast and powerful searching
Farlon Agent Desktop can help. The system is so easy to use 
that your attendants are up and running quickly, benefitting 
from the best search function of any product on the market. 

Search information can be imported from any application. At-
tendants can search using phonetic spelling and wildcards. 
Transfer lists make it fast and easy to route calls into other 
queues. And there’s even five extra fields that attendants can 
use and edit to make searching easier – for nicknames, tem-
porary job functions, whatever they need.

Presence status is always up-to-date and relevant because 
the information comes from physical and mobile phones as 
well as calendar integration. This makes it easy and fast to 
transfer a call to the right person on the first try.

Easy user interface – deep functionality
Since Farlon is built on top of standard Cisco Contact Center 
technology, your attendants (and agents) have the best of 
both worlds: modern attendant flexibility and deep contact 
center functionality. The user interface is simple and easy 
to use right out of the box, and attendants can use more 
and more of the deep functionality as their skills and needs 
grow. 

Attendants can customize their Farlon Agent Desktop so it is 
perfect for the way they like to work. And it doesn’t matter 
what computer they use. Farlon’s roaming agent gives them 
the same Farlon Agent Desktop on every computer they use. 

ROI on the fast track
It sounds almost too good to be true, but it is true. In addition 
to being the best switchboard solution on the market, the 
Farlon Agent Desktop is also the most economical - in terms 
of price, maintenance, hardware usage and more. Your IT de-
partment will love the fact that it runs on top of a standard 
Cisco system – no proprietary servers to integrate and main-
tain. Farlon is very easy to integrate with other applications, 
and it uses much less server space than other solutions. 

We have deep roots in the contact center industry and we 
enjoy sharing our experience. Contact us today – we’d like to 
discuss your specific contact center challenges. 

If you would like information about using Farlon Agent Desk-
top as your contact center solution please see our Contact 
Center Product Sheet.
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Improve your switchboard productivity
Give your attendants the tools they need to do a great job
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Searching is FAST and EASY with Farlon’s search tabs. Think of it as three different ways to view the world:

Transfers tab (A) – Lets you search based on job function. Quickly find the right queue for the customer’s question.

Searches in the Transfers tab can be based on:
•  Subject – Search queue description fields to find the right queue. This field is a text description given to all queues 

either by the marketing department or attendants themselves. Farlon uses this for its unique keyword searching.
•  Queue – Search in queue information (queue name, keyword, phone number, etc) to find the right queue. This 

 traditional queue searching information is typically maintained by attendants.

Phone Book tab (B) – Lets you search telephone book information retrieved from other systems (standard MS AD).
Fast overview of the employee’s availability by combining search results with status information from Farlon Presence:
• Free / busy / forwarded (D) from land line (UCM line state).
• Calendar status from Notes, Google Calendar and MS Exchange.
 • Free / busy / current appointment. (F)
 • Access to employee’s calendar for full overview. (G)
• Overview status (H) - combines status from land line, mobile phone and calendar for very fast call handling.
• Use shortcut templates for sending employees their phone messages. (I)
• Search results can be expanded to display extra (customizable) information.

Contacts tab (C) – Works just like the Phone Book tab, but with external contacts such as suppliers, sub-contractors, etc.
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